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A Homily Preached by          “God is in Control”
The Rev’d Jo Popham          Epiphany C IV

January 31, 2010
Jeremiah 1:4-10

1 Corinthians 13:1-13
Luke 4:21-30

The beauty of ministry is knowing that we are not in control, and we never have been.

However, God is in control, my friends.

In a time of political and religious unrest, a time of uncertainty, the Old Testament

reading from Jeremiah, gives us the word of God from an unlikely prophet. Jeremiah was

young, he was relatively inexperienced, but through this humble man of God, the word of

the Lord came to God’s people. (to build up, to plant). God was in control. Yes, we live

in a time of uncertainty. You all were in that uncertain place of unrest this time last year.

You could have used a prophet to guide you. But you all did not get a Jeremiah, you got

me. I came with many years of leadership experience in the church, with a good

theological education under my cincture, but little time as an ordained minister. I came

with an open mind, a willing ear, and a loving heart. But you all gave me the authority to

minister to you. You supported me in my ministry. In my office, you may have noticed

my little John Deer tractor with a miniature Jesus at the wheel. I keep it there next to my

computer to remind me that Jesus is always behind the wheel. When I do get going in the

wrong direction I can trust that I will be redirected. You have followed where I have led,

and through you God has redirected me when I have gone in the wrong direction. We

have taken some new directions this past year, and, I believe, the new things we have

embraced have revitalized St. Andrew’s. We have held closely to our traditions, but we

have also plowed some new rows for new crops here. And I trust that we have come to

enjoy some of the new produce we are yielding. I cannot say that that is the case for the

Anglican Church nationwide. A few months ago, I shared a frightening memo from the

Bishop of British Columbia. Just this Friday the Bishop there announced his plans to

close 13 churches in a huge restructuring plan as a response to declining church
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attendance. Actually 19 churches are being disestablished (a frightening word) but five

will be renamed and become hub churches, and one will become a diocesan conference

centre. Their prayer is that after they get control of the economic uncertainty they will

then be able to focus on rebuilding the church of the future. Lest we think that BC is an

isolated case of political and economic unrest that has caused religious uncertainty, at the

national church this week 7 people lost their jobs in restructuring of the staff there,

including the PWRDF chairperson. In the US at their national church centre more than 80

people have been “downsized.” Since their General Convention last summer. And on the

eve of Archbishop Rowan Williams’s remarks on the two different worlds of theology

and economics, the Church of England revealed that they may lose as much as $78

million that was invested at the height of real estate market in property that is just around

the corner from Trinity Wall Street where the 40th National Theological Conference on

Building Ethical Economy took place this week. I believe that God is telling us who is in

control.

Today in Luke’s Gospel Jesus’s own people from Nazareth where he was raised, are

enraged because they begin to realize that Jesus has come for others as well as for them.

They wanted him all to themselves. They had certain expectations about this son of

Joseph the carpenter. Luke tells us that the people were so angry that they intended to

harm Jesus, even throw him over a cliff. But God was in charge of crowd control that

day, and Jesus slipped away. The Church of England would probably like to throw their

financial advisor over the cliff just about now. But God’s plan has yet to be revealed in

regard to the Church of England’s  real estate holdings.

In Paul’s first letter to the church at Corinth, we heard today those wonderful words

that we often hear at weddings. Paul defined human love as grounded in divine love. His

instructions for the Corinthians and for us are a contrasting study of the spiritual gifts,

and unlike some gifts (prophesies and languages, and knowledge) that will fade, the gift

of love will never fade, never die, will remain unchanged. This is the sort of love that we

all aspire to in relationships, a love that is represented as a marriage with the church as
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the body and Christ as the head – with us as the parts of the body and Christ as the

Godhead, with God in control of the church.

In my instruction to all persons about to enter into marriage, I remind them that it is

unrealistic expectations that can kill a marriage. We who are married know what some of

those false expectations are. Many husbands expect their wife to do all the cooking, but

we all know wives who are much better off never entering the kitchen. And we wives

fully expect our husbands to cut the grass – but some of us wives would rather be on our

own John Deer tractor riding around the yard mowing down dandelions and crabgrass. In

our world, that of St. Andrew’s parish here in the Diocese of Calgary, we too sometimes

have unrealistic expectations. The relationship between a rector and that priest’s parish

often has been described as a marriage. The connection between this humble new priest

and you all may not be a marriage, but it surely is a familial relationship. Our relationship

has been one of love, I believe. We have shared our faith journeys. I have tried to be here

for you when you needed a priest to love you through life’s difficult and life’s joyous

times. You certainly have been there for me as well when I needed my fellow Christian

companions to lean on. I trust entirely that the Holy Spirit was the guide that led me to be

your priest, that God sent me here, that God was and is in control.

When I came to St. Andrew’s I came as your Interim; the title of Interim was

intentional, for the expectation from the beginning was that I would help you all prepare

for your next rector. The expectation was that I would be your companion in the process

for you to find your new rector. The process towards this end sometimes has seemed

cloudy, as though we were looking dimly at a mirror. To be honest, this lack of

transparency has caused some of us discomfort, but that was not intentional. I trust

entirely that the Holy Spirit is in this process to find a new rector for St. Andrew’s.

Eventually, I will leave to continue my ministry elsewhere after my work here is done or

when I am called to another parish. Yes, we have known only in part… but when the
complete comes, the partial will come to an end.
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Phyllis Tickle has said that there is a reformation about every 500 years in the
church. And, perhaps, my friends, we are at that point, a point in time where we
must redefine who we are. Over the last year, you all have spent a great deal of
time defining who we are here at St. Andrew’s. And from that exercise of writing
our parish profile you have come up with a vision – a five year vision – for this
parish family. I commend it to all of you to read. Rowan Williams told those at the
Trinity Institute conference this week that we have some hard questions to ask
ourselves if we continue to allow the “driven or obsessional, relentlessly
competitive and adversarial” working practices of the world to undermine our
family life. In his closing remarks, the Archbishop of Canterbury urged the church
to become fully engaged and to trust in the future. He stressed that the church must
define itself and not by worldly standards. I can assure you that the St. Andrew’s
family is not about to have the secular world define who we are. Again, I urge you to

read our parish profile and vision statement. We are not, (Thank you Lord!) beset with

financial unrest here at St. Andrew’s. Even though we do not have an expressed

stewardship program, we do have generous hearts and a loving policy of financial

outreach to the world and to our neighbours. The ladies’ group yesterday made decisions

that will positively impact those who look to us for support, and at our AGM later today

we will vote on social outreach groups where our surplus funds will be distributed.

Unlike the national church and the US national church and the diocese of BC we do not

have to make hard decisions about our future based solely on economic uncertainty, we

do not have retire our John Deer tractors to sit in the field and rust, or to allow some

fields to go untended, to lie fallow, while we grow essential crops just to survive. We are

blessed, my friends. But we can also challenge ourselves to do better.

Paul told the Corinthians – and I am telling you – that “without love we gain nothing.”

We have looked into the mirror hard. We have learned who we are. And we have grown

so much over this past year. And that is NOT for nothing, for it has been done with love.

The family of St. Andrew’s has been trusting. And we will trust that God who created us

out of an abundance of love has been and will continue to be in control. We must trust
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that. And that is my charge to you today: that you continue to trust one another and the

leadership of the parish and the leadership of the diocese. There are bigger hands at work

here. I want you to trust that I have been and am and will continue to be fully present to

you. And my prayer is that you will be fully engaged here as well. We may not have a

marriage – you and I – but we do have a great relationship, and we have work to do

together. And we need to trust God to work out the details. Again, we need to trust that

although we are not in control, God is.


